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Abstract—With the recent popularity of mobile data de-
vices, the demand for mobile data traffic has grown rapidly
as never before. Hence, service providers are trying to
come up with cost-effective solutions to battle this ever in-
creasing demand for bandwidth in their cellular networks.
Deployment of a denser heterogeneous network, with a
large number of small cells, has been identified as an effec-
tive strategy not only to satisfy this unabated growth inmo-
bile data traffic but also to facilitate ubiquitous wireless
access. While the cost associated with on-site small cell
equipment is low in comparison with a typical macro cell,
deployment of small cells opens a new set of challenges,
especially in relation to expenditures and capacity require-
ments associated with the backhaul. In this paper we dis-
cuss an efficient small cell backhauling strategy that
leverages existing fiber resources in a cost-optimalmanner.
In particular, we formulate an optimization framework for
planning a cost-minimized backhaul for a small cell net-
work, which is based on the deployment of passive optical
networks on top of the existing infrastructure. We demon-
strate the effectiveness of our method by using our optimi-
zation framework to design a cost-optimal backhaul for a
small portion of a realistic backhaul network. Our results
show that in comparison to the typical point-to-point fiber
backhauling approach, our technique can halve the costs
associated with small cell backhaul deployment.

Index Terms—Mobile backhaul; Optimization; Passive
optical network; Small cell network.

I. INTRODUCTION

E ver since the introduction of mobile communications,
telecommunication service providers have been in-

vestigating different solutions to cope with the increasing
bandwidth demand in their cellular networks. Until re-
cently, technology upgrades combined with the deployment
of additional macro-cell sites have enabled providers to
stay ahead of demand. However, given the rapid growth
of data usage due to the recent popularity of mobile data

devices, such solutions are considered less effective today.
The concept of heterogeneous cellular networks, i.e., the
deployment of large numbers of small cells (microcellular
network) to supplement the existing macro-cellular infra-
structure, has recently emerged as ameans to mitigate this
supply–demand battle [1]. Despite its potential to satisfy
future traffic growth [2], the costs associated with the de-
ployment of a small cell network, while considerably less
than those associated with macro cells, are significant
due to the large expenditures associated with backhaul,
real estate, etc. [3].

Some large carriers have deployed fiber-based access
networks, such as fiber-to-the-node (FTTN) networks [4],
over a significant portion of their footprint to provide res-
idential broadband access [5]. Spare fibers associated with
these existing infrastructures can be leveraged to provide
cost-effective backhaul for small cell network underlays to
macro-cellular networks [6]. However, even when using
previously installed dark fiber assets, care must be taken
to utilize the fiber efficiently. Although such FTTN net-
works use a point-to-point (PTP) fiber topology, the dark
fiber associated with these builds is a limited and valuable
resource. Thus, opting for a PTP small cell backhaul archi-
tecture, while consistent with many new macro network
backhaul deployments, can consume considerable avail-
able fiber resources, as it requires a pair of fibers for each
connection. Furthermore, small cell underlay networks
often consist of omnidirectional cells, which require a frac-
tion of the bandwidth of macro cells, so a full gigabit
Ethernet link is overkill.

This depletion of resources can be tempered by deploying
passive optical networks (PONs) that share both fiber and
central office (CO) terminal equipment. Standardized PON
systems, such as gigabit PON (GPON) [7], use time division
multiplexing to share a single CO transceiver and feeder
fiber among a group of users, typically numbering 64 or
fewer. The feeder fiber connects the CO to a splitter located
in the vicinity of the user group. The splitter then connects
to individual users over distribution fibers. GPON systems
have a total downstream capacity of 2.5 Gb∕s and reach of
20 km or more (depending on the splitting ratio).

In this paper, we develop an optimization framework
based on integer linear programming (ILP) [8], which
can be used to plan PONs on top of existing fiber resourceshttp://dx.doi.org/10.1364/JOCN.5.00A230
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in order to cost-optimally backhaul a network of small cells.
Given a set of planned small cell locations and details about
existing infrastructure, ourmethod determines the optimal
fiber routes, the optimal locations for splitters and optical
line terminals (OLTs), and the optimal number of PONs,
for the purpose of most cost-effectively backhauling all
the small cells. We demonstrate how our model can be used
to plan a cost-optimal small cell backhaul network by ap-
plying it on a realistic backhaul network considering a
range of different deployment scenarios. We show that
for the scenarios we have considered, our proposed ap-
proach can save more than 50% of the deployment cost as-
sociated with small cell backhauling, in comparison to a
typical PTP fiber backhauling approach.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides background on related work. Section III discusses
different network architectures that use existing resources
to backhaul small cells. In Section IV, an optimization
framework is formulated that can be used to plan PONs
on top of existing fiber infrastructure to backhaul small
cells. Then Section V demonstrates how this optimization
model can be used to design a cost-minimized small cell
backhaul network for a small realistic backhaul network.
A comparison between deployment costs of the optimized
PON-based solutions under different deployment settings
and the typical Ethernet-based PTP fiber backhauling ap-
proach is also presented in Section V. Finally, we conclude
the paper in Section VI with a short summary of this study.

II. SMALL CELL DEPLOYMENT

In addition to the obvious benefits, the deployment of
small cells introduces a new set of challenges. In [9], small
cell deployments are discussed in terms of energy efficiency
and cost. Additionally, the authors use random matrix
theory to analyze performance measures in small cell net-
works. Moreover, studies reported in [10] and [11] have
given special attention to energy, which is an important
constraint for next-generation network deployments. An-
other major aspect of small cell deployments in a hetero-
geneous environment is cochannel operation. In [1], the
authors focus on addressing the issue of deploying small
cells autonomically in a macro-cellular cochannel environ-
ment, for the universal mobile telecommunications system
network.

To preserve all their benefits, small cells must be de-
ployed cost-effectively. In particular, major cost contribu-
tors, such as those arising from backhaul, power, and
real estate, need to be strategically reduced. To this end,
we have explored the feasibility of locating small cells to
coincide with existing fibered and powered network infra-
structure [6]. Given such a set of planned small cell loca-
tions, this work attempts further cost reductions by
optimizing the design of PONs constructed from the
existing fiber infrastructure.

The optimal deployment of PONs for the purpose of pro-
viding fixed broadband access has been studied in [12–14],
considering greenfield residential deployment scenarios.

These studies focused on determining optimal split ratios
as well as the placement of fibers and splitters.

Our problem adds more complexity in comparison to the
greenfield scenario, as it takes existing resources into ac-
count. An ILP-based optimization framework is used to
plan the most economically efficient PON deployments con-
structed from existing dark fiber infrastructure, for the
purpose of small cell backhaul. This technique outputs
the dark fiber routes, the locations for splitters, locations
for OLTs, and the number of PONs, to cost-optimally back-
haul a given network of small cells. A summary of this work
has been published in [15].

III. BACKHAUL NETWORK ARCHITECTURES

Leveraging existing FTTN infrastructure for small cell
deployment is identified as an effective strategy to reduce
the costs associated with the placement of small cells [6].
This section discusses architectures that can be used to
backhaul small cells using existing FTTN resources.
Figure 1 shows a distribution of FTTN remote terminals
(RTs) and macro-cell sites in a realistic sample network
used for the study described in [6]. In this scenario, each
small cell is collocated with a FTTN RT. For example, the
small cell’s antenna and associated equipment can be
placed on the light post/utility pole that is closest to each
of the fiber-fed RTs. This strategy provides fiber backhaul,
right of way, and powering for the deployment of small cells
in an economical manner. Note that candidate small cell
sites (red circles) are a subset of all fiber-fed RTs in the
study area, consisting of only those that are separated from
the nearest macro cell by at least a predetermined mini-
mum distance (represented by light blue circles around
the macro sites).

Figure 2(a) shows a typical PTP architecture that can be
used to backhaul small cells using the existing FTTN infra-
structure. As shown, each fiber-fed FTTN RT, at which the
small cells are deployed, is connected to the CO through
fiber access points (FAPs) by a pair of fibers. A FAP is es-
sentially a location with access to the existing fiber, so that
splices can be made between high fiber count feeder cables
emanating from the CO and low fiber count distribution
cables that terminate on RTs. For example, a FAP can
be a manhole or a splicing box.

Dark fiber used in PTP architectures is a valuable
resource and, as stated earlier, the consumption of those

Fig. 1. Macro cells and FTTN fiber-fed RTs.
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fibers due to small cell backhauling can be reduced through
the use of PONs. Figure 2(b) shows a PON-based small cell
backhaul architecture that can be constructed from an
existing dark fiber infrastructure. For such a network,
new equipment needs to be installed, such as OLTs in
the COs, splitters in selected preexisting FAPs, and optical
network terminals (ONTs) in the RT locations. Optimal
planning and placement of these new components in
the existing fiber infrastructure is necessary in order to
achieve the most economical deployment. This is discussed
next.

IV. OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we develop an optimization framework to
minimize the total deployment costs of PON-based small
cell backhaul that leverages existing infrastructure. First,
the notation is introduced, then subsequent sections
describe the components of the framework.

A. Existing Infrastructure

One of the key inputs to the optimization framework is
the resources available in the existing network. The data-
sets representing these resources are defined as follows.

Let C denote the set of CO locations where OLTs can be
placed. These are the locations where the access network is
connected to the metro network. The serving area of one
CO is referred to as a wire center. The set of existing
fiber-fed FTTN RT locations that need to be backhauled us-
ing PON is denoted by O. These are the locations where the
small cells will be installed and therefore the ONTs are to
be placed. Finally, the set of FAPs is denoted by M. These
FAPs are the locations where the PON splitters can be in-
stalled or (in the case of the PTP network) where splices
can be made to connect feeder fibers to distribution fibers.
The main objective is to plan PON deployments to back-
haul all of the locations in O using existing fiber resources,

by choosing a subset of M for splitter installations and also
choosing a subset of C for OLT installations, such that the
total deployment cost is minimized.

B. Cost Contributors

The cost components of the PON-based backhaul net-
work can be broadly classified into three categories: fiber
costs, equipment costs, and labor costs.

Even dark fibers associated with an existing FTTN in-
frastructure incur a cost. This is due to the fact that pre-
viously installed dark fibers are valuable resources, and
with the utilization of these fibers, the overall cable gets
closer to exhaustion. Hence, a standard time-value-
of-money approach is used to determine the cost of using
existing fibers. Moreover, the fiber costs also depend on
the type and length of fibers consumed by the small cell
backhaul. Accordingly, the cost per unit length of distribu-
tion fiber is denoted by ηd and the cost per unit length of
feeder fiber by ηf.

Other than outside plant fiber, the equipment involved
in such a deployment can be mainly categorized into three
types based on where the equipment is installed or used in
the network. These locations are in the RTs, in the COs,
and in the FAPs.

At each RT location, an ONT must be installed to
backhaul the collocated small cell. Let ηo be the cost of
an ONT.

In COs, the required equipment is OLTs, Ethernet
switches, and indoor fiber connecting equipment. A typical
setup inside the CO is illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The cost of
the OLT depends on the required number of chassis,
common equipment, and line cards, which in turn depends
on the number of PONs connected to that CO. Typically, an
OLT chassis supports several line cards and each line card
supports multiple PONs. Let np be the maximum number
of PONs that can be supported by a line card. Let ηch be the
cost of an OLT chassis together with common equipment

Fig. 2. (a) Typical PTP backhaul architecture and (b) PON backhaul architecture.
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required for an OLT such as network cards, and let ηolt be
the cost of a line card.

Moreover, Ethernet switches are used to connect fibers
from the access network to the metro network. Let ηe be
the cost of using a port in an Ethernet switch to connect
a single fiber from the access side of the network to the
metro network. There is also a fixed cost associated with
terminating each feeder fiber at the CO. As shown in
Fig. 2(b), these fiber distribution panels are required to
make the connections from the outside plant fiber (feeder)
to fiber jumpers that traverse the CO and terminate on the
OLT shelf. We denote this fixed cost associated with one
fiber connection at the CO by ηk.

In addition, there is a cost associated with the splitters
installed in the FAPs. The cost of a splitter depends on the
number of splits it supports and the type of enclosure in
which it is installed. Therefore, the equipment-related cost
involved in deploying splitters in the FAPs depends on how
many enclosures and how many splitters will be installed
at these selected FAPs. The cost of an enclosure together
with the first splitter is denoted by ηs and the cost of each
additional splitter installed in this enclosure by ηa. The val-
ues of ηs and ηa vary depending on the splitting ratios.

Finally, in terms of labor costs, the splitter installations
account for the bulk of the labor costs, since the major costs
associated with fiber installations (e.g., trenching, etc.) do
not apply directly in our case but are accounted for in the
cost of the already installed fiber resources, as described
previously. The labor costs associated with the splitter con-
sist of a fixed cost to send personnel to the FAP location and
to install the splitter(s) and enclosure, denoted by ηl, and
the cost associated with splicing, which depends on the
number of splices. The cost per splice is denoted by ηi. In
addition, we also consider the labor costs associated with
the work performed at the CO, denoted by ηlc. Table I
summarizes all our cost parameters.

C. Network Parameters

In this subsection, we discuss various network require-
ments and parameters that depend on the deployment

scenario and the type of equipment used. The locations
of FAPs, COs, and small cells are used to determine the cost
of connecting a small cell with a splitter and a splitter with
the CO. Assuming a fixed cost per unit length of fiber, the
“fiber-length” for each small cell–FAP pair and FAP–CO
pair is precomputed. The fiber length of such a pair is
the real distance along the existing fiber infrastructure.
Moreover, if fiber cost is not proportional to its length,
one can change the ILP to use the actual cost of fiber for
each pair (instead of fiber length and cost per unit dis-
tance). Each of the COs, FAPs, and RTs is assigned a
unique identifier. lfc;m denotes the distance from the cth
CO to the mth FAP, and ldm;o denotes the distance from
the mth FAP to the oth ONT. Other parameters and sets
are listed below:

• nu: Number of RT/ONT locations
• nv: Number of FAP locations
• nw: Number of CO locations
• np: Number of PONs per line card
• r: Split ratio
• lmax: Maximum transmission distance
• C: The set of CO locations where jCj � nw

• M: The set of FAPs where jMj � nv

• O: The set of small cell/RT/ONT locations where jOj � nu.

D. Variables

The binary and integer decision variables used in the
optimization framework are listed below:

• f c;m is a binary variable

f c;m �
8<
:

1; if the cth CO is connected to a
splitter at themth FAP

0; otherwise

• f̄ c;m is an integer variable: the number of connections
between the cth CO and the mth FAP

• dm;o is a binary variable

dm;o �
8<
:

1; if a splitter at themth FAP is
connected to the oth ONU

0; otherwise

• sm is a binary variable

sm �
8<
:

1; if at least one splitter is
placed at themth FAP

0; otherwise

• s̄m is an integer variable: the number of splitters in-
stalled at the mth FAP location

• x̄c is an integer variable: the number of line cards in the
cth CO location.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED FOR COST VALUES

Costs Notation Description of the Cost

Fiber ηd Unit length of distribution fiber
ηf Unit length of feeder fiber

Gear ηo The cost of an ONT
ηch The OLT chassis and the common equipment
ηolt The OLT line card
ηe The Ethernet port usage
ηk Fixed cost per fiber connection at the CO
ηs The splitter enclosure together with

the first splitter
ηa An additional splitter

Labor ηl Splitter installation cost
ηi Cost per splice
ηlc CO equipment installation
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E. Optimization Model

Our objective is to minimize the total deployment cost of
PONs, which will be deployed on top of existing fiber infra-
structure to backhaul small cells. The objective function of
this optimization problem, given by Eq. (1), consists of dif-
ferent costs, as discussed in the previous subsection.

Objective function:

min ηf
X
c∈C

X
m∈M

lfc;mf̄ c;m � ηd
X
m∈M

X
o∈O

ldm;odm;o

�
X
c∈C

x̄cηolt � nw�ηch � ηe� �
X
m∈M

s̄m�ηk�

�
X
m∈M

smηs �
X
m∈M

�s̄m − sm�ηa � nuηo � nwηlc

�
X
m∈M

smηl �
�
nu �

X
m∈M

s̄m

�
ηi: (1)

In Eq. (1), the first cost component is the cost of fibers,
which can be reduced by minimizing the length of both
the feeder and the distribution fibers. The total cost arising
from the feeder fiber usage is ηf

P
c∈C

P
m∈M lfc;mf̄ c;m, while

ηd
P

m∈M
P

o∈O ldm;odm;o captures the total cost arising from
the distribution fiber usage.

The total cost associated with OLT line cards isP
c∈Cx̄cηolt, while nw�ηch � ηe� represents the total cost as-

sociated with the OLT chassis, OLT common equipment,
and the Ethernet switch. The total cost associated with
feeder fiber connectivities at the CO is

P
m∈Ms̄m�ηk�.

The total equipment cost arising from the first splitter
and the enclosure installed at each and every selected
splitter location is

P
m∈Msmηs, while the total cost of all

additional splitters installed in selected splitter locations
is represented by

P
m∈M�s̄m − sm�ηa. Moreover, the total cost

associated with all the ONTs deployed in the FTTN RT
locations is captured by nuηo.

Furthermore, the term nwηlc represents the total cost
arising from labor at the CO locations. On the other hand,
the total labor cost associated with all the splitter instal-
lations is represented as two components. That is, the total
cost for sending personnel to selected FAPs to install split-
ters and enclosures is represented by

P
m∈Msmηl, while the

total labor cost associated with splicing the distribution
and feeder fibers at each and every splitter location is
represented by �nu �

P
m∈Ms̄m�ηi.

Constraints:

The following constraints ensure that the resulting net-
work design satisfies realistic network requirements:

1) Constraint on the feeder fiber connectivity:

X
c∈C

f̄ c;m � s̄m; ∀ m ∈ M: (2)

Typically in a PON, each splitter is connected to only
one OLT. Equation (2) ensures this network require-
ment. It also ensures that the feeder fiber connections

from the COs are only established with FAPs with split-
ters installed.

2) Constraints on the distribution fiber connectivity:

X
m∈M

dm;o � 1; ∀ o ∈ O; (3)

dm;o ≤ sm; ∀ m ∈ M; ∀ o ∈ O: (4)

Equation (3) ensures that the each ONT that we install
at each of the RT locations is always connected to only
one FAP. On the other hand, Eq. (4) makes sure that the
FAP to which each ONT is connected has at least one
splitter.

3) The relationship between f c;m and f̄ c;m:

f̄ c;m ≥ f c;m; ∀ c ∈ C; ∀ m ∈ M; (5)

f̄ c;m∕nu ≤ f c;m; ∀ c ∈ C; ∀ m ∈ M: (6)

The binary variable f c;m, which represents the connec-
tion between the cth CO and the mth FAP, and the in-
teger variable f̄ c;m, which represents the number of
connections between the cth CO and the mth FAP,
are related to each other by f c;m � min�1; f̄ c;m�. This
nonlinear relationship between these two decision var-
iables is captured by two linear constraints given by
Eqs. (5) and (6). In particular, Eq. (5) makes sure that
f c;m is set to zero when f̄ c;m is zero, and Eq. (6) sets f c;m
to 1 when f̄ c;m becomes a nonzero integer.

4) Constraint on the split ratio:

X
o∈O

dm;o ≤ rs̄m; ∀ m ∈ M: (7)

The split ratio is an important parameter to determine
the nominal available capacity per small cell in a PON-
based backhaul network. The split ratio can be chosen
as per the network requirements, such as capacity and
reach. Typical split ratios in PON deployments are
1∶32, 1∶16, 1∶8, and 1∶4. The maximum number of
ONTs in a PON is bounded by the split ratio of the split-
ter. For example, a PON equipped with a 1∶16 splitter
can support up to 16 ONTs. Equation (7) represents this
constraint.

5) Constraint on the span of the PON:

lfc;mf c;m � ldm;odm;o ≤ lmax;

∀ c ∈ C; ∀ m ∈ M; ∀ o ∈ O: (8)

The span of the PON is determined by the maximum
transmission distance, lmax, which in turn depends on
the power budget of the PON and the split ratio. For
example, with a typical PON power budget, the spans
of the PON become 20, 26, and 32 km for split ratios
1∶32, 1∶16, and 1∶8, respectively. The distance between
an ONT and the OLT in a PON, that is, the total length
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of the feeder and distribution fiber, should not exceed
lmax. This constraint is captured in Eq. (8).

6) Relationship between sm and s̄m:

s̄m ≥ sm; ∀ m ∈ M; (9)

s̄m∕nu ≤ sm; ∀ m ∈ M: (10)

The nonlinear relationship between the binary variable
sm, which represents the installation of a splitter in the
mth FAP, and the integer variable s̄m, which represents
the number of splitters installed in themth FAP, can be
represented by sm � min�1; s̄m�. This nonlinear rela-
tionship is captured by the constraints given in Eqs. (9)
and (10), in a manner analogous to Eqs. (5) and (6).

7) Constraint on the number of PONs per line card:

x̄c ≥
�X
m∈M

f̄ c;m

�
∕np; ∀ c ∈ C; (11)

x̄c <
�X
m∈M

f̄ c;m∕np

�
� 1; ∀ c ∈ C: (12)

A single line card placed in the OLT can only support up
to np PONs. Therefore, for every np PONs, the OLT
needs a new line card. The relationship between the re-
quired number of line cards for the cth CO location, rep-
resented by the variable x̄c, and the number of PONs
connected to the cth CO, represented by the variable
f̄ c;m, is x̄c � ⌈�Pm∈Mf̄ c;m∕np�⌉. This nonlinear relation-
ship is represented by the two linear constraints given
in Eqs. (11) and (12).

8) Bounds on decision variables:

s̄m ≥ 0; ∀ m ∈ M; (13)

f̄ c;m ≥ 0; ∀ c ∈ C; ∀ m ∈ M; (14)

x̄c ≥ 0; ∀ c ∈ C; (15)

f c;m ∈ f0; 1g; ∀ c ∈ C; ∀ m ∈ M; (16)

dm;o ∈ f0;1g; ∀ m ∈ M; ∀ o ∈ O; (17)

sm ∈ f0; 1g; ∀ m ∈ M: (18)

Finally, the bounds on the integer variables used in our
ILP are given in Eqs. (13)–(15), whereas the bounds on
the binary decision variables are given in Eqs. (16)–(18).

V. MODEL EVALUATION

We used the publicly available ILP solver (GLPK) [16].
In contrast to heuristic algorithms, which generate
approximate solutions, ILP generates exact solutions,
but the computation time can, in some instances, be sub-
stantially longer. Nevertheless, ILP is well suited to our
problem for the following two reasons. First, since our op-
timization problem is involved in the network planning
stage and we only need to solve it once for a given dataset,
we do not have a stringent requirement on the execution
time and a few hours of execution can be tolerated.
Second, since the existing fiber network is deployed on a
wire-center basis, the small cell backhaul network is
designed wire center by wire center. In this case, the data-
sets that are input to the optimization framework are small
enough to obtain solutions within an acceptable time. For
example, for the dataset that is used for this demonstra-
tion, the optimal solution is achieved within a minute. It
is necessary to point out, however, that a cost-optimal back-
haul for small cells withmillions of nodes will likely require
a heuristic approach.

A. Dataset

Figure 3 shows the dataset used for our demonstration,
which covers a CO serving area with a realistic FTTN in-
frastructure. This dataset consists of different fiber routes,
a CO, FAPs, and RTs. Beginning at the CO (blue star), one
can follow the brown solid lines that represent the fiber
routes to a set of RTs, which are represented by red dots.
The intended small cell locations are chosen to coincide
with the RT locations, and hence ONTs are located at these
RT locations. The FAPs, which are represented by green
squares, are scattered across the fiber routes, and these
are the potential locations for the splitter installations.

We consider GPON that supports up to 2.5 Gbps of down-
link data rate [7] for our demonstration. Accordingly, the

RT/ ONT
FAP
CO
Fiber route

Fig. 3. Network dataset: FTTN infrastructure.
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cost and performance parameters are selected based on the
currently available GPON equipment. For other values
such as fiber costs, fixed costs associated with feeder fiber
connectivity at the COs, and costs of Ethernet switches, ac-
tual costs that are currently used in practice are consid-
ered. These costs are proprietary, so we summarize their
values normalized with respect to the labor cost per splice
in Table II.

In addition, the sets and parameters we have discussed
in Section IV, i.e., C, M, O, nu, nv, nw, np, r, lmax, l

f
c;m, and

ldm;o, are also inputs. Outputs are 1) a subset of FAP loca-
tions where splitters should be installed, as well as the
number of PONs at each one of those splitter locations,
2) the set of locations where OLTs should be installed,
as well as the number of line cards at each of these OLT
locations, and 3) connectivity between small cells and FAPs

and between FAPs and COs that suffices to backhaul the
given set of small cells.

B. Optimal Solutions

We derive the optimal PON-based backhaul solution to
this dataset for split ratios of 1∶16, 1∶8, and 1∶4, which
facilitate average backhaul capacities greater than
150 Mbps per small cell. Moreover, for each deployment
scenario considered, it is assumed that splitters with the
same split ratio are used for all the PONs deployed within
the test area. This is reasonable because most large car-
riers prefer to limit the variations among a given family
of equipment in order to reduce costs associated with in-
creased inventory, additional training, increased probabil-
ity of craft error, etc.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the backhaul solutions for the
test area derived by our optimization framework when the
maximum split ratio is 1∶16 and 1∶8, respectively. The as-
terisks represent the optimal splitter locations, and the
black dotted lines represent the logical connectivities be-
tween the splitters and the CO. Green lines represent
the logical connections between the small cell sites and
the splitters. Careful inspection reveals that the optimal
solution varies with the split ratio and the number of opti-
mally selected splitter locations increases from 8 to 11
when the split ratio decreases.

C. Cost Analysis

In this subsection, we analyze the total deployment
cost and the contribution of equipment, labor, and fiber
costs in the optimal solution for a range of split ratios.
In addition, we compare the total deployment cost of the

TABLE II
NORMALIZED COST VALUES

Cost Component Cost Value

Feeder fiber/unit length 8
Distribution fiber/unit length 25
1∶16 − enclosure� 1 splitter 18
1∶16 − additional splitter 9
1∶8 − enclosure� 1 splitter 15
1∶8 − additional splitter 5
1∶4 − enclosure� 1 splitter 15
1∶4 − additional splitter 2
Ethernet switch/per port 212
Cost for fiber connection at CO 28
OLTchassis� common equipment 472
Line card; supports 4 PONs 94
ONT 8
Splitter installation 16
Splicing/per splice 1
Labor cost in CO 20

Fig. 4. Optimal solution when the split ratio is (a) 1∶16 and (b) 1∶8.
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PON-based solution with that of the PTP small cell back-
haul solutions.

As was discussed previously, typical PTP backhaul archi-
tectures use a pair of fibers for each connection. Apart from
this strategy, we also considered a PTP backhaul scenario
where a single fiber is used per connection. This deploy-
ment strategy will be referred to as PTP-single, whereas
the typical strategy in which a pair of fibers is used for each
connection is referred to as PTP or typical PTP.

In order to evaluate the total cost of the PTP backhaul
approach, it is assumed that the RTs are connected to their
nearest FAPs, and subsequently to the COs, by the same
types of fiber cabling (distribution and feeder) that are used
for the PON case. Consequently, the estimate of total cost of
the PTP backhaul approach is conservative, since a large
portion of each PTP link is assumed to consist of low cost
feeder fibers. In addition to the fiber, the remainder of the
costs involved in the PTP backhaul deployments are from
the equipment at the CO and the labor. The major differ-
ence between the PON deployment and PTP at the CO is
that PTP connections do not require an OLT and its corre-
sponding connections [see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. Moreover,
labor costs considered in the PTP deployment are for the
work performed in the CO and fiber splicing required in
the FAP to connect the distribution fiber(s) to the feeder(s).
(The corresponding calculation in [15] mistakenly omitted
some labor costs for the PTP case.)

Figure 5 compares the total deployment costs of opti-
mized PON-based and PTP-based backhaul approaches,
with the costs normalized with respect to the total deploy-
ment cost of the PTP solution so that the total PTP deploy-
ment cost is 100. It also illustrates the fractional
contributions of equipment, labor, and fiber costs to the to-
tal for each of the approaches. Themajor cost contributor in
the optimized PON-based solution is the equipment, while
the fiber cost dominates the typical PTP backhaul solution.
However, in the PTP-single deployment scenario, the
equipment is the major cost contributor, because it only
uses a single fiber for backhauling.

As shown in Fig. 5 for the optimized PON-based solution,
the equipment cost increases as the split ratio decreases.

This is because when the split ratio decreases, the number
of PONs needed to backhaul a given number of small cells
increases. As a result, increased numbers of splitters and
splitter enclosures, as well as the line cards in the OLTs,
need to be deployed. This increases the total deployment
cost. On the other hand, the fiber cost of the PON-based
backhaul decreases when the split ratio decreases. This
can be explained using Fig. 6, which shows the lengths
(normalized) of distribution and feeder fibers used in the
optimal PON-based backhaul solutions. When the split ra-
tio decreases, the total length of the distribution fiber de-
creases, while the total length of feeder fiber increases as a
result of increased numbers of optimally placed splitters.
Since the cost of distribution fiber is significantly higher
than that of the feeder fiber, when the total length of
distribution fiber decreases, the total cost of fiber is also
reduced.

Note in Fig. 5 that both the fiber and the equipment costs
in all of the optimized PON-based backhaul solutions are
considerably lower in comparison to the PTP backhaul sol-
utions. In addition, the labor costs in both the PON-based
and PTP backhaul solutions comprise only a small fraction
of the deployment cost of each of the architectures due to
the usage of the existing fiber infrastructure.

Figure 7 shows the percentages of cost savings that can
be achieved by using the cost-optimal PON-based backhaul
solution in place of typical PTP and PTP-single backhaul
solutions. Therefore, a significant reduction in the equip-
ment and fiber costs using the PON-based backhauling sol-
ution is demonstrated. Overall, using our optimization
framework, the total deployment cost to backhaul with a
typical two-fiber PTP solution can be reduced by more than
half using the PON-based backhaul approach.

D. Splitter Consolidation

Large carriers often prefer to reduce the number of out-
of-office equipment sites in order to reduce operational and
management costs. The collocation of splitters is one of
the potential strategies that has been used to satisfy
this requirement. In this section, we revisit the original
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optimization problem, taking splitter consolidation into ac-
count. In particular, we evaluate the total cost of the opti-
mized PON-based solutions as a function of the number of
maximum allowable splitter locations.

In order to capture the splitter consolidation require-
ment, the ILP is modified by adding another constraint
that represents the maximum allowable number of splitter
locations for the deployment. This constraint is

X
m∈M

sm ≤ nsl; (19)

where nsl is the maximum allowable number of splitter
locations for the deployment.

Figure 8 shows the variation of the total deployment
costs of different PON-based backhaul solutions as a func-
tion of the number of allowable splitter locations, nsl.
Again, all the costs are normalized with respect to the total
deployment cost of a typical PTP deployment scenario. As
can be seen, the total deployment costs of optimal PON-
based backhaul approaches decrease when nsl increases.
In particular, note that when splitters are deployed only
in two locations, the total deployment cost in each of the
scenarios nearly doubles in comparison to the relevant case
when there is no restriction on the number of splitter loca-
tions. However, all of these cost values are still lower than
the total deployment cost of a typical PTP solution. It is
therefore evident that there is a quantifiable cost associ-
ated with the splitter consolidation requirement. Although

it is beyond the scope of this paper, carriers must weigh this
cost against operational and maintenance savings derived
from splitter consolidation.

VI. CONCLUSION

Leveraging existing infrastructures is one of the strate-
gies that can be used to minimize the costs associated
with small cell deployments. To further reduce the back-
haul costs of small cells, we can deploy PONs constructed
from existing fiber infrastructure. In this paper, we devel-
oped an optimization framework to plan cost-optimal
deployments of PONs using existing fiber infrastructure.
Such a method incorporates major cost contributors such
as fiber, equipment, and labor and minimizes the total
deployment cost by determining the best fiber routes,
the optimal locations for splitters, and the optimal number
of PONs that need to be used to backhaul a given set of
small cells. As a concrete example, we planned a PON-
based backhaul network for small cells located within a
realistic backhaul network and showed that the cost of
small cell backhauling can be reduced to half that of the
typical PTP backhaul approach. Although applied to the
problem of small cell backhaul network design, this method
is broadly applicable to the design of optimized tree
and branch architectures based on preexisting dark fiber
infrastructure.
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